Create.
Something
Because designers largely
aren't used to designing 300 400 millisecond animations,
it's easy to forgot microinteractions and stop seeing
them as what they are opportunities.

JS into your Webflow project,
to take micro-interactions for
a spin.
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Learn how to integrate Micron

Issue
Notes
This issue provides a step-bystep tutorial to integrate
Micron JS into your Webflow
project. But, what is Micron JS?

Our
Team
Breanna Holman
I have a journalism background
which has allowed me to work in
Magazine and Newspaper

Micron.JS is a micro

Design. I moved on to work with

interaction library which can be

an agency, where I worked on

used to add Interactions to

logos, branding and marketing

different DOM Elements.

collateral.

Micron.JS animates an
element using CSS power and
the interactive behaviours are
controlled by JavaScript.

Micah Johnson
I am a designer and proponent

Micron.JS is easy to adapt and

better), and I enjoy creating

can bring interactions to life

solution driven websites that

using html5 data attributes or a

push limits. If we can think it up,

chain of JavaScript methods.

then let’s create something.

Just three steps to use Micron
JS in your Webflow project.
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of modern design (less, but
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When you switch on/off a

Dan Saffer, author of the book

Micro-interactions are subtle

light switch, that warning

Microinteractions and VP of

experiences centered around

message you get, a message

Product for Mayfield Robotics,

accomplishing a single task.

on Webflow about a recent

defines micro-interactions as

They're the satisfying details

update, when you long press

"contained product moments

that happen in between

on Pinterest or Instagram - all

that revolve around a single

performing that single task.

of these are examples of

use case - they have one main

Technically it consists of:

micro-interactions.

task.

Every one of these tiny

Products that use micro-

moments forms a micro-

interactions effectively win the

interaction. We often don't

hearts of their users and keep

focus on them, but we can

them coming back for more.

experiences add up to
enhance the user's experience
by making the interface less
machine, and more human.

Check out Saffer's one-page
cheatsheet on microinteractions.
But, what exactly is a microinteraction?

micro-interaction
2. Rules that determine how it
functions
3. Feedback that the rules
generate
4. Loops and modes that
make up its meta rules
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feel their presence. These tiny

1. A trigger that initiates the

•

They help encourage users to interact with your site

•

They help with site navigation

•

They give immediate feedback to users

•

They help guide users through the flow in an easy way

However, I do enjoy integrating pre-created libraries, and Micron JS was the most groovy one I
recently found for interactions.
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But, why should you incorporate micro-interactions into your designs?

Now, if you love Webflow, as I do, you may already know that creating micro-interactions is
easy and fun to do. Plus, being able to create complex interactions, in a visual manner, greatly

However, I do enjoy integrating pre-created libraries, and Micron JS was the most groovy one I

speeds up the time to production.

recently found for interactions.

Step
One
Include both the Micron CSS
and JavaScript files in the
header section of your
document.

Step
Two
Add the data-micron="interaction"
attribute to the respective element.
A good thing to note: HTML attributes can be used to append additional information to your
elements - they define characteristics of an HTML element.

•

Select the element you want to add the custom attribute to

•

Go to the Settings Panel (D)

•

Add a custom attribute

•

Specify the name and the value

Click Save, and Publish
And, Voila! you are already there.
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The Webflow is to do the following:

Step
Three

Thanks.
for learning
Micro-interactions can make
the experience between a user
and a site more fun, easy,
effective, and human. We
don't notice these microinteractions. They are subtle
and brief; but, they can make a
product something a user
loves.
In other words, microinteractions have the potential
to bridge the gap between the
user and technology through
an emotional and human
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connection.
Intergrate Micron JS into your
next Webflow project, to take
micro-interactions for a spin.
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